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Series Review:

• Marriage is hard work!

• We will have many opportunities to fight and forgive

• I married a family

• It’s easy to drift apart

Passage to Ponder: “Two are better than one, because they have a good 
return for their labor: If either of them falls down, one can help the 
other up. But pity the one who falls and has no one to help them up.” 
(Ecclesiastes 4:9–10)

5 Reasons couples drift apart
1. Making __________________ instead of truly communicating.

2. Facing struggles as individuals instead of as a __________.

3. Trying to fix each other, rather than seeking to ________________ 
each other.

4. Focusing on __________ instead of their strengths.

5. Comparing current difficulties in your marriage with a _________ 
__________ of what it would be like to be single or with someone 
else.

“When a relationship is stuck or stalled, it’s an indication we are not having 
crucial conversations, or not having ____________.”(Joseph Grenny)

1. We can get better at staying connected by having 
______________ conversations.
“You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your 
old self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made 
new in the attitude of your minds; and to put on the new self, created 
to be like God in true righteousness and holiness.  Therefore, each of 



you must put off falsehood and speak truthfully to your neighbor, for 
we are all members of one body.”(Ephesians 4:22-25)

• Take off our ________ self and put on our ________ self

2. We can get better at staying connected by pursuing 
__________________ conversations.
“Do not let any unwholesome (rotten or worthless) talk come out of 
your mouths, but only what is helpful for building others up according 
to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen.”(Ephesians 4:29)

• Words that promote _____________

• Words that build others up and are _____________

• Words that are truly _____________

Words that promote wholeness, are necessary and are truly beneficial 
are not always ________. Staying connected requires ‘___________’ or 
‘____________’ conversations.

3. We can get better at staying connected by engaging in 
Holy Spirit _____________ conversations.

“And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, with whom you were sealed 
for the day of redemption. Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, 
brawling and slander, along with every form of malice. Be kind and 
compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ 
God forgave you.” (Ephesians 4:30-32)

• The Holy Spirit is in the _________ of all of our conversations 
and he is not always feeling ____________.

Next Steps…
• Plan _________ experiences on a regular basis

• _______ what you mean and ________ what you say

• Lead with ______________ and ____________


